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What is Reinforcement Learning?



Some examples



Which Reinforcement Learning?

● Reinforcement Learning the “problem statement”

Same as optimal control and dynamic programming 

decision making under uncertainty

● Reinforcement Learning the “method”

Synonymous with “model-free” RL

Techniques that can work with only sampling access

● Model-based RL = System ID + optimal control (in a loop)

Lev Pontryagin         Richard Bellman

Richard Sutton and Andrew Barto



Why study Reinforcement Learning?

● Algorithmic motivation:

Automatic iterative optimization based approach

for finding near-optimal decision making rules

● Scientific:

Understand how the brain makes decisions,

help understand and address behavioral disorders

● Applications:

Robotics, NLP, operations research, ad placement

Dynamic walking robots

Optimal control in biology



Some deep RL success stories

AlphaGo:
Supervised learning + 
policy gradients + value 
functions + Monte Carlo 
tree search

Playing Atari Games:
Q-learning with 
convolutional networks

Dexterous manipulation:
Policy gradients + 
human demonstrations

Control from vision:
Guided Policy Search





















Some model-free RL success stories

● Policy gradients -- used primarily in sim2real (or direct real) for robotics

● Q-learning -- mostly used high dimensional inputs (e.g. images) and discrete actions

Heess et al. Emergence of Locomotion Behaviours in Rich Environments, 2017

Rajeswaran et al. Learning Complex Dexterous Manipulation with Deep Reinforcement Learning and Demonstrations, 2017

Lowrey et al. Reinforcement learning for non-prehensile manipulation: Transfer from simulation to physical system, 2018

Mnih et al. Playing Atari with Deep Reinforcement Learning, 2013

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hx_bgoTF7bs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QszFtbJWB-E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmPfTpjtdgg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJtBll8l_OM


A few model-based RL success stories

● System Identification: Can we learn the dynamics model of the world?

● Model-based optimization/control: Given a dynamics model, how to best use it?

● Can we couple the two so that one is aware of the mistakes of the other?

Mordatch et al. Discovery of complex behaviors through contact-invariant optimization, 2012

Kumar et al. Optimal Control with Learned Local Models: Application to Dexterous Manipulation, 2016

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bD5z1I1TU3w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mhr_jtQrhVA


Why “Deep” RL?

Traditional paradigm is a modular, feature-based approach familiar in engineering

Deep Learning is an end-to-end approach

Low-level 
features

Mid-level 
features

High-level 
featuresData Prediction



Why “Deep” RL?

End-to-end approaches are clearly working better for tasks associated with perception.

A large part of the brain is involved in even extremely simple movements, suggesting a tight 

coupling between perception, internal model of the world, and motor control.

Complex animals learn most of their behavioral repertoire (instead of using genetically defined 

control strategies), thus their brain needs to have not only control machinery, but also 

machinery that builds control machinery (box of chocolates vs chocolate factory).

It would be nice (in practice, understanding, and pedagogy) to have a single learning algorithm 

to replicate the functionality of the brain.



Why “Deep” RL?

What must a single learning algorithm be capable of?

● Interpret rich sensory inputs (vision, speech, tactile etc.)

● Be capable of making complex decisions -- from low level muscle movements (how much 

to pull the muscle for walking) to high level plans (moves in a chess game)

Combining deep learning with reinforcement learning is a step towards this direction



Thank you!!!
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